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AN EXTEMSION OF THE LOCAL MOMENTUM THEORY TO A

DISTORTED WAKE MODEL OF A HOVERING ROTOR

KeiJi .;.:wachi*	 3

Ames Research Canter

Summary

The fundamentals of the Local Momentum Theory and a recent extension of

this theory are presented in this report. The Local Momentum Theory is bared

on the instantaneous balance between the fluid momentum and the blade elemental

lift at a local station in the rotor rotational plane. 'Therefore, they theory

has the capability of c.aluating time-wise variations of air-loading and

induced velocity distr,i.f)utions along a helicopter blade span. Unlike a complex

vortex theory, this theory was developed to analyze the instantaneous induced

velocity distribution effectively. This pre,sentatlon of the fundamentals of

the Local Momentum Theory makes clear the boundaries of this theory and asri5ty

to make a computer program using this; theory.A new euncept introduced Into

the theory in this report is the effeCL Of the rotor wake contraction In

hovering flight. A comparison of thus extended Local Momentum Theory with a

prescribed wake vortex theory is also presented. The results indicate that.

the extended Local Momentum Theory has the capability of achieving a level of

accuracy similar to that of the prescribed wake vortex theory over wide rang",

variations of rotor geometrical parameters. It is also shown that the an,ilyti-

cal results obtalaed using either theory are in reasonable agreuneut with

experimental data.

Introduction

This paper has two purposes: (1) to give a more e,-tailed explanation t.f

the Local Momentum Theory than has been given Ir, previous papers 1,2,3 ; and

(2) to present recent improvements of the theory.

*National Research Council Associate.



There are two theories commonly used to estisiate the induced velocity

distribution and the airloading distribution of a helicopter rotor, vortex

theory and momentums theory. Vortex theory has the capability of analysing

the induced flow field exactly, but the numerical integration requires

considerable computer time. In addition, difficulties exist in the analysis

of complex problems such as predicting rotor airloading under maneuvering

conditions, even if a rigid wake system is assumed.

In contrast, tide ordinary momentum theory is simpler, being based on

the assumption that tit, induced velocity is uniform over the entire rotor

disk". This, however, leads to unreliable airloading calculations. To

overcome this shortcomillg, various changes have been suggested. first, a

rotor d,'.sk was assumed to bt u divided into annular ring elements `', and

momental balance was considered on these elements. Then, the concept of

the annular ring elements w.ar, extended to the pie-shaped elements" in order

to analyze the azimuth-wise asymmetric flow field. Using these elements,

a few analvses were presented for a low frequency response of a helicopter

rotor 1, 8 . In addition to the nonuniiormity in space, the time-wise

variation of the indau• ed velocity has been considered within tlae frame

of the momentum theory. The concept of :apparent mass was proposed for all

entire rotor disk, the value of which was determined by an experimental

study of tlae thrust variation following a rapid collective pitch change , 10.

Tile concept was then extended to apply to the pie-shaped elements, and im-

provement of the predicting capability was achieved" -15 for low frequency

response of ra rotor. As a further extension, the Local Momentum Tiaeory

was proposed by Dr. Azuma and this author l . .
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In the Local Momentum Theory, a rotor blade is represented by a series

of n overlapping wings of decreasing wing-span. Each overlapping wing has

an elliptical circulation along its wing-span, producing, therefore, a uni-

form downwssh velocity. The actual airloading and induced velocity distri-

bution of a real rotor blade is represented by the summation of the lift

and induced velocity of this series of n overlapping wings. Momentum theory

is used to obtain the relation between the lift distribution and the induced

velocity distribution for each overlapping wings, Consequently, in this theory,

the momentum generated by a blade itself is counted. In contrast, in the

previous momentum theory, the momentum generated by an entire or partial

rotor disk is considered. Because of this basic difference, the theory was

named Local Momentum 'theory, an(i it has the capability of predicting the

higher frequency loading, o1 a helicopter rotor and also a more precise air-

loading distribution along a blade span than have Lite previous momentum

theories. The present theory e however, requires the use of a computer; there-

fore, the theory cannot give an analytical solution which is useful in oh-

taming a g-neral view of a phenomenon.

By comparison with vortex theory, the Local Momentum Theory can achieve

an equal level of accuracy, using a much (smaller amount of computer time.

'i'he reasons are as follows: the theory does no. require the iterative pro-

cedure nor the calculation of the inverse matrix; and numerical integration

is avoided by ujing the attenuation coefficient., which expresses the time-

wise variation of the induced velocity. The present theory, however, requires

more complicated analytical procedure than that which is required by vortex

theory.
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The theory presented in this paper is applicable not only to steady

state conditions, but also to various kinds of low frequency rotor responses,

where trailing vortices play the primary role in the creation of the un-

steady phenomena. The present theory is, however, based on steady airfoil

characteristics; therefore, some extension of the theory is necessary when

applying it to a problem of very high frequency rotor response, such as

flutter, where shed vortices are the primary cause of the unsteady phenomena.

An example of the extension of the present theory is shown in Ref. 21, where

the unsteady airfoil characteristics, such as Wagner function, Ktlssner func-

tion or the apparent mass for a blade, have been introduced in order to

study the rotor gust response,

The Local Momentum Theory was recently extended to include the effect

of the rotor wake contraction in hovering flight. The theory previously

assumed that the wake of a hovering rotor did not move in the radial direction;

therefore, the theory gave alm^3t the same result as the rigid wake vortex

thcory i!•' . It has been pointed out, however, that the wake deformation

has strong effects on the airloading and induced velocity distribution in

hovering flightlu,17,18	 This extension of the theory to include the wake

deformation effect was necessary in order to analyze airloading distributions

measured by a laser velocimeter 3303a 	In the new contraction model to be

described in this paper, fluid elements surrounding a rotor can be moved as

observed in experiments 16 7
17 , 18 . In addition, the model to calculate the

attenuation coefficient was improved in order to include the effect of the

blade tip vortex. The spanwise lift distributions obtained by this extended

Local Momentum Theory are compared with experimental results with those of a

prescribed wake vortex theory18922.
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Notation

(Aij) matrix

AR aspect ratio of a wing

a lift curve slope (red-1)

as speed of sound

B constant or tip loss factor

b wing spRn or number of blades

C constat c: or :attenuation coefficient

C* equivalent attenuation coefficient given by equation (57)

CT thrust coefficient - T / PMRa(.nR)s
c wing chord

f function given by equations (15) and (lb)

G function given by equation (A.1-9)

9 function given by equation (A.1-5)

N function given by equation (A.3-7)

I ^ moment of inertia of a blade about flapping hinge - C(r-r,)-'V1VVk,

i running index or inclination angle of tip path plane (positive

forward tilt)

(i,.j,k) coordinate of a blade element

.J running index

K parameters showing tip vortex positions

k^ spring stiffness at flapping hinge

1. lift 

airloading

(i,m)	 coordinate of a station on rotor rotational plane

M	 Mach number

MO	
apparent mass of impervious disk given by equation (65)

Mr,	 mass moment of a blade about flapping hingee^ rcr- rp ) dam,

5
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C

m mass of air

m mass of air associated with local momentum given by equations
(21),	 (26) and	 (47)

n number of spanwise partition

P rolling angular velocity of a rotor (positive advancing-side
down)

q pitching angular velocity of a rotor (positive nose up)

R rotor radius

r radial position

ra flapping hinge offset

T thrust

t time

U horizontal inflow velocity of a blade element given by
equation (29)

V forward velocity

V i c mean horizuntal inflow velocity of the i-th elliptical wing
given by equation (33)

VN normal component of inflow velocity (pcsitive downward)

V induced velocity (positive downward)

(X,1',1) coordinate of fixed wing shown in Fig. 1

x nondimensional radial position = R

xp,C nondimensional radial positiun given by equation (44)

xT nondimensional radial position of tip vortex given by equation
(66)

x;j nondimensional flapping hinge offset	
r/ R

y spanwise position of fixed wing

Z distance from rotor rotational plane (positive downward)

zq nondimensional	 axial position of tip vortex given by equation
(67)
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flapping angle (positive blade up) - pe +P"COS	 + ^1, sw

Pe preconing angle	 1'

circulation

lock number - PAC 
IR

Q small increment

function given by equations (50) and (53)

nondimensional spanwise position

7 nondimensional spanwise position of fixed wing given by
equation (6)

B blade pitch angle (positive leading-edge up) = 8e + Bt (Y- 0.7!) + 0,(,40$f

+6's stny++...
Bt blade twist rate

BV-7s collective pitch angle at x - 0.75

7%, running inde;c or inf low ratio - (V stn L + 1r)//,yR

advance ratio - V GOS 'AAR

nondimensional spanwise position of each elliptical wing

P air density

summation

cl^- solidity	 b^.nR
inflow angle or wake age

xj skewed tingle

azimuth angle

rotor rotational speed

Subscripts

b number of blades

cy cylinder

down downwash

elp elliptical -ing

7



i	 spanwiee partition, the quantity of 3-th elliptical win$,
or the quantity of tip vortex Wj. i

asimuth-wise or ties-wise partition, spanwise position,
or the quantity of J- th elliptical win;

k	 the quantity of k-th blade

p	 representative point

root	 blade root

tip	 blade tip

up	 upwash

TV	circulation

N.	 asimuth-wise or time-wire partition

0	 uniform or initial value

lc,ls	 first harmonic contents of Fourier corine and nine series

0.r	 the quanLity at three-quarter radial position

Superscript

(^)	 d ()/dt

( )Awb	 the quantity at a station (9, m) at time t j
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Fuculamentals of the Local Momentum Theory

Fixed Win&

Fig. 1 1 shows the air flow field surro , ittainj% an elliptical wing flying

with constant forward speed V. A well-known iv,sult from the lifting line

theory 19 is that the induced velocity is uniform inside the wing span and

the uniform induced velocity,tro is developed to 2tr far downstream. Outside

the wing span, there are upwash regions, but thew are concentrated near the

wing tips. Considering the momentum change, the total lift of wing L is

given:

where, m a f V X t )2	 t^

The lift distribution, :, an3 induced velocity distribution, 1f , are:

^tb 
—^s

vo	 171	 N+side t4 Wihj SPaw (4)

1!s 1 — 17 T_ ) ; 1 (> 1 owtside' tba wI'rJ Sp" (S)

where

When a wing has an arbitrary planform or lift distribution, we may

consider that the wing is composed of a series of n hypothetical elliptical

.pings. The elliptical wings may be arranged arbitrarily, for example, Fig.

2 1 shown a symmetrical arrangement and a one-sided arrangement. In each

elliptical wing, tae momentum balance is given by equations (1) and (2).

Using a suffix to designate quantities of the i-th elliptical wing, equations

(1) and (2) are rewritten as follows:

9



L L a. 2 M 1,AIrl,	 ('1)

where,

'nv	 V 7C t-T	 (8)

The present theory was developed with the use of a computer; therefore,

expremsions with suffixes are adopted in this report for convenience in

programming.

The lift distribution, ¢(v ), on the most left hand wing in Fig. 2 1 ins

expressed by the summation of elliptical lift, t i M , on the componr-nt wings.
As the lift distribution of each elliptical wing, ti(4), can be obtained by

using a relationship similar to equation (3), the following equation is ob-

tained :

4'I	 Y"' %b;,

where

9 = ( I — to f  ) /(-!^)
	 (10)

and yoi shows the origin of the axis, that is, the mid-span of each

elliptical wing. Substituting y 	 (41 )7 from equation (6) into (10),

equation (10) becomes

10
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where

I M, if *,, / -)	 U2)
In the above equations, E is the non-dimensional coordinate fixed to

each of the elliptical wings and j is than number of elliptical wings which

include the point, 7 , within their span; therefore, only 	 is

considered in equation (9).

Substituting equations (7) and (8) into (9), the lift distribution,

e(7 ) , can be expressed directly by the downwash of each elliptical wing

then

2	 Lr' Irl -&2	 t13)

17ie induced velocity distribution of the most left hand wing in Fig. 21,

tr(q), is also given by the summation of downwashes and upwashes of the component

elliptical wings. As the induced velocity distribution of each elliptical

wing is given by equations (4) and (S), the following can be obtained:

	

f () "°1r	 (S) + 0 I)Z f ^^ (14)

where

11



In the above equations, fdown expresses the uniform downwash inside

the wing span of each elliptical wing and fup expresses the upwash outside

the wing span of each elliptical wing. According to blade element theory,

the lift distribution of a wing is:

AM as ^ rVjC a,( a — 'LrVC1U)	 07)

Substituting equation (14) into (17), equation (17) becomes

Now, two expressions of lift distribution, that is, equations (13) and(18),

have been obtained Laing momentum theory and blade element theory respectively.

In both equations, the only unknown variable is the downwash generated by

each elliptical wing, 1. C. p p'rL ( V a I ~ 710) „

Equations to solve for A VV from equations (13) and (18) are derived as follows;

The lift per unit span, 11, acting on a local segment spanned by

7p 1 ) (cross hatched area in Fig. 3) is given

a
 7A1

whcre, ^^ and 1-4r^ are the tip positions of the j-th elliptical wing, and the

(i + 1)-th elliptical wing respectively (Fig. 3), and they are non-dimen-

sionalized by using equation (6). Substituting equations ( 13) and (18) into

(19) gives two expressions for 1 j . Then, equating thesa expressions and

4:ring equation ( 11), the following relation is obtair.2ds

12
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7$01

as 

11A. 

!f f v2C

(2o)
G^ 1

where

RC,	 Pb;,V	 (- ^(^l—'Toil)") (at)
^^^,	 x'13 'l

andl1QL is given by equation (12). The above equation indicates that the lift

due to blade element theory at a local segment spanned by (-Ik , 	 ) is

balanced with the local momentum change.

When the wing chord C (7 ) and the geometrical attack angle t9(j ) are

given in the simple forms, equation (20) is analytically integrated, and

n x n simultaneous equations to solve for AV,:, ( V-1 %-YL ) are obtained

by changing 3 value from 1 to n in equation (20):

otl,	 6.

(kj)
o^w	 B

When equation (20) cannot be analytically integrated, C(fi ) and j9 (^) are

considered uniform Inside the local segment spanned by (-I V -Jitj ),
and the values at the middle point of the local segment may be adopted:

13
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C'j . e ( 7>a Ig nsa )	 (23)

0 1 A- a 0 = Ai2w-)	 (24)

In this simplification, equation (20) can be integrated analytically,

but n larger number of spanwise partitions is usually necessary to achieve

a similar level of accuracy.

Instead of the integral method as stated in equation (20), there is

another way to obtain n X n simultaneous equations, i.e., equation (22) to

solve forpjr,( j - I— ?L), Selocting a representative point, jpp inside

the local segment spanned by 	 and substituting 1764

into equation (13) and equation (18) respectively, the following relations

are obtained:

not 

	
(gs)

where
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M f, V	
-9- xri-

25 C ( I's '7ft)	 (26)

off is 0 (11 3- /Ia)

S

Although equations (25) and (26) have simpler form than equations (20), (21),

(23) and (24), the author prefers the integral method (equations (20), (21),

(23) and (24)) to 
the other (equations (25) and (26)). His previous cal-

,^nlationH for a rectangular wing showed that a smaller number of spanwise

partitions was required 
in 

th,^ integral method than 
in 

the representative

point method to achieve a similar level of accuracy.

As shown in Fig. 1 1 , the upwash regions outside the elliptical wing are

concentrated near the wing tips; therefore, let us assume the upwa8h velocity

induced by each elliptical Ong can be neglected, that is, fup ( I ) - 0 in

equation (16). Substituting equation (15) into (14) and using the assumption

f,Lp (i.) - 0, equation (14) becomes

X.

(27)

Using equations (23), (24), and (27), equation (20) becomes

-Iio L 

fV 
2 
Cli a, (Oi -

2	 ^jz I	 /it	 I A O'V

Ma E 2 ;;L (28)
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where Mi is given in equation (21). In the above equation, the only unknown

variable is 4tl (Ls 1,k) instead of At& (V:l...n.) as in equation (20);

therefore, changing the value of j from 1 to n in equation (28), the

solution of ptrt from 1 to n can be obtained w-W$,out calculating the inverse

matrix or any iterations. In other words, the coefficient matrix in equation

(22), (A q), becomes triangular by neglecting the upwash outside each

elliptical wing. The sample calculation of this procedure and recurrence

equation to solve ,&Lrzt* are presented in appendix A-1. 	 After the value of

41Pt has been obtained in the above procedure, the induced velocity distribution

acid the lift distribution can be calculated by using equations (27) and (17)

respectively.

An examples of the application of the present method for calculating

lift and induced velocity distributions for a rectangular wing wi.:h aspect

ratio (AR) - 6 is shown in Fig. 4 1 . The number of spanwise partitions is

n - 50. The solid line and the broken line show the results when using the

Local Momentum Theory with a one-sided arrangement and with a symmetrical

arrangement respectively. The chain line shows the results when using

lifting line theory" . The discrepancy in the results between the present

theory and lifting line theory can be eliminated completely by introducing

the upwashes that have been neglected in the present calculation. The error

due to the neglect of the upwash is less in the middle of the wing span than

in the other parts for the symmetrical arrangement. On the other hand, for

the one-sided arrangement, the error is less in the tip of the wing than

k

Y

^Y
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in the other parts. Therefore, Pig. 4 1 shows that the smr due to the

neglect of the upwash is less in that area of each elliptical wing which

is common to every ether elliptical wing. Also, it ise shown that the error

ies not very much even in the worst case, because the upwash region is limited

to an area near the tip of each elliptical wing as shown in Pig. l t . When

a more prey ise estimation is needed in using the local Momentum Theory,

the upwash generated by art elliptical wing can be calculated as an iterative

procedures. Usually, however, this procedure is not necessary when applying

the present theorY to tilt , rotary wing.

1t(, tary Winyj

Whon trying; to appl y tlse present theory to a rotary wing, the following;

till terenve°s between the t fixed wing; .utd tilt , rotary wing; should be considered:

(1) the forward dived of it rotor blade is not uniform along the blade span

because the rotor blade Is rotating, and (2) the following blade may pass

through tilt , local station till 	 rotor rotational plant where the induced

vel ot • i ty g;rnerat od by the preceding blade still remains. Therefore, the

time-wiKV variation of the induced velocity generated by a preceding blade,

should be estimated wilt a analyzing the airloading of the following blade.

O accontlt for these diftercllces, the theory is extended as follows. As

shows tit 	 5 1 , a rotor blade is assumed to he or.-rated in it sheared slow

Ill the rotor rotational platter. The forward velocity of the sheared flow is

given along the blade span its follows:

O(z) = V sin  + a  Z	 (29)

17
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where V	 is the forward speed of the rotor, and 4/ is the azimuth angle of

the rotor blade.

It is assumed that the rotor blade is composed of hypothetical ellipti-

cal wings similar to the case of the fixed wing. (For convenience, an el-

liptical wing means a wing which has elliptical circulation along the span,

although such a wing does not have elliptical planform nor elliptical lift

distribution because of its operation in sheared flow.) By this approxi-

mation of the flow, the trailing vortices shed from each elliptical wing

may be considered to be straight, perpendicular to the wing span and to extend

to infinity; therefore, referring to the Biot -Savart relationship, the

induced velocity distribution along the span of each elliptical wing is

the same as in the case of the fixed wing, i.e. uniform within the blade

span, and it is given by equations (4) and (5).

If each elliptical wing is one-sidedly arranged as shown in Fig. 51,

the lift near the blade tip can be estimated more correctly than the lift

in other parts of the blade by using the Local Momentum Theory, as discussed

above. As the greater part of lift acts on the blade elements near the blade

tip, this arrangement is especially suitable for the calculation of a heli-

copter rotor blade, and it gives a better estimation of airloading.

In each elliptical wing spanned by ( }Z,'t::t„ R ), as shown on the right-

hand side of Fig. 5 1 , the following momentum balance can be obtained (Refer

to Appendix A-2):

L;, = 2 m.;, n 1&	 (30)

^,; = P n ( -)2 V^ ' C-	 c3 ^)

18



where

b,^=R0-- Xi

VC,G = V Sin V

In the above equations,

wing and V i ,e expresses the mean speed of the sheared flow along the

span of the elliptical wing (Refer to equation (29)). Referring to

Appendix A-2, the lift distribution on each elliptical wing, (.ts,4

is given as follows;

(x)) -_- (2 ^/; b,; a t1; ) ^ V1,V G1 y 1-,^' (3¢),It

where U(7C), b i and V i,,. are given by equations (29), (32) and (33),

respectively.	 is the non-dimensional axis fixed to each elliptical win? ;

and it is related to the non-dimensional rotor radius, i.e. x, as shown

fn the follow ing equat ions, because a one-sided arr angement is adopted

here (Refer to Fig. hi).

[214-0 +10j l	( )

Similar to the ease of the previous fixed wing, the lift distribution and

the induced velocity distribution of the rotor blade shown on the most left-

nand side in Fig. 5 1 are given by the summation of those of the component

elliptical wings. 'These concepts are schematically shown in Fig. 61.

19



Using equation (34) and neglecting upwash outside each elliptical wing, the

following equations are obtained;
r
L

it
	

(x77)

where it means the number of elliptical wings which include the point, x,

within their span.

In this subsection, for convenience in numerical calculations, many

variables are expressed by using subscripts. Generally, the first subscript

of any quantity, i, indicates the i-th radial segment of the blade, the

second subscript, J, indicates the time or azimuth-wise location of the

blade segment, and the third subscript, k, indicates the k-th blade of a

b-bladed rotor. When using this subscript form of expression, variables

may be considered as uniform inside a given blade segment. For example,

the spanwise induced velocity distribution, V(x) in equation (37), is

also the azimuth-wise variable and may have a different value for each

blade; therefore, V(x) is expressed as Ari,3,k, that is, the induced

velocity generated by the (i, J, k) blade segment. However, for the sake

of simplicity, more abbreviated expressions are sometimes used. In

equation (37), for example, &VL, is used instead of Atr,, tk , although

4V is the spanwise and azimuthwise variable and is also a function

of each blade.

20



The other expression of the spanwiss lift distribution, may be derived

by using blade elesaent theory as follows:

VX)_-'P VC4L ( e - 0)
	 (31)

where 4 is the inflow angle. In the case of thu rotary wing,, the induced

velocity generated by the preceding blade may affect the inflow angle. How-

ever, for simplicity, the equation to obtain the lift distribution is dis-

cussed first, and the mathematical model to estimate the inflow angle

will be presented later.

From the above discussion of the "integral method" in the case of the

fixed wing, we may now derive simultaneous equations to solve jdVj from

equations (36), (37) and (38). Here, the integral area is chosen as

X+:+1 ), because	 and zlare the tip positions of the i- th elliptical

wing and (U+I)-th elliptical wing respectively (Refer Fig. 3). Equating

the lift per unit span,,;, acting on a local segment spanned by (7[.t;,X;,.^ ),

the following equations can be obtained;

'+	 d x

x
U,	 -

2 ;^;, o ^`^	 (39)

where

Ue = V si N + .Q R X U ,c.	 (40)

C U = C.(z Ur. )	 (41)

eu s e (x= xu,o	 t'-Z

ax 3& (z= ut,G) 	(43)
z^,"C. W + Y,-'+ 1) /2	 (44)

	

(VN tly!,t Lr^k^/V^	 C4^S)

s

21
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In the above equations, big Vi C O ^ and vi^j,k are given by equations (32),
•

(33), (35) and (37) respectively. As discussed in the case of the fixed wing,

equation (39) can be analytically integrated when U(x), C(x), 8(x) an:d a(x)

are given in the simple form. However, for convenience, expressions with

subscripts are presented here, and U (x), C(x), 8(x) and a(x) are represented

by values at the middle point,xt;c, , of the local segment (Refer to equations

(40), (41), (42), (43) and (44)). For convenience in numerical calculation,

the azimuth angle qt is expressed as follows:

'Pk, tI^^
	

(48)

where 4k.0 
and a are the initial azimuth angle of the k-th blade and the

azimuth-wise increment of the numerical calculation, respectively.

Similar to the case of the fixed wing, the combination of equation (37)

and equations (39) through (48) gives the recurrence equation to solve for

et rL, if ^	 is given as discusseJ below. The complete procedure and the

recurrence equation are presented in the Appendix A-3.

Now let us discuss the inflow angle,(P , in equation (45). The flow

velocity normal to the 	 rotational plane is generally composed of the

induced velocity and tht- normal component of thy. rotor forward speed Vi1 .

Furthermore, in the case of the rotary wing, the induced velocity may be

generated by the preceding blade in addition to the blade under consideration.

For example, in the case of the forward flight of the rotary wing, Fig. 71

shows that the air flow at a local station (Z, m) on the rotor rotational

plane is influenced directly by two blade passages, i.e., by the i-th blade
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element of the k-th blade at time j or (i, j, k) blade segment and by the

it th blade element of the kf th blade at time j' or (i' , J 1 , k 1 ) blade seg-

ment. Consequently, the normal component of the total flow velocity at a

local station (t, an) on the rotor rotational plane is given by the summation

of the following: 1) V N , the normal component of the rotor forward speed

(given by equation (46)), 2) vi , j , k, the induced velocity generated by the

blade under consideration, 3) vi , the entire remaining induced velocity

generated by blades that have previously passed through the local station

(t, m). Among the three kinds of flow velocity, only the induced velocity,

vi,J,k , generated by the blade under consideration is related to the lift

when momentum balance is considered (Refer to equations (36) and (37)).

Dividing the normal component of the total flow velocity by the level

forward velocity of the blade element, oquation (45) can be obtained.

Here, let us discuss the time-wise variation of the induced velocity

on the rotor rotational plane. It is shown in Fig. 8 1 that the rotor rota-

tional plane is assumed to be divided into small elements called stations.

The position of each station is given by the coordinate, (k, m). A blade

element is shown to proceed on the rotor rotational plane within a small

time nterval for the case of hovering or steady vertical climb. The

blade element is located at a station (E', m') at time t - J-1 with forward

speed of Ui,J-1,k, and it moves to stations (^, m) and ( e", m") at time t - J

and t - J+1 respectively. At time t - J-1 shown in Fig. 8(a)I, the normal

velocity at the station (t', m') is given by the summation of the three

components i.e., VN,^ and 'Ji,J -1,k• As s small time interval has
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pissed, the disturbed air at station (t' , m') has Sons dew mard and

the field in the rotor rotational plane is partially filled with fresh air.

The induced velocity at station (t', a') has been changed at time t - j,

therefore, while the normal component of the forward velocity, VK, is still

constant (Refer to Fig. 801). By introducing the time-wise changing rate

of the induced velocitys the remaining induced velocity, d't.nr , at station

(^I, m') at time t	 j can be related to the previous induced velocity i.e.

..
Ifs,	 and 'r,i.+ , k as follows:

3°I

'Phis time-wise changing rate of the induced velocity,^	 is called "an

attenuation coefficient." Generally, each station has its own attenuation

coefficient, and the attenuation coefficient is a function of time.

Because the blade element induces the velocity *vri,j, k only at the station

where the blade element is just passing through, equation (49) can be

expressed in a more general form as follows:

t	 -I 	 Â.	 C	 l	
(SID)

^". X ,^ rrw l 	P& + in Iti^ Lr ^-1 K ^ d ^ an- 0

where Sg,,ls one if any blade element e,ists at station (X, m) at t - j-1

and otherwise it is zero. Thus, if the attenuation coefficient COOL is

known, a combination of equations (39-48) and (50) gives the solution for

,6lri, with a given initial condition and a specified blade pitch input.

After the value of AVrT is determined, the induced velocity distribution can

be obtained by using equation (37). The lift distribution is given by using

equations (37), (38) and (45). Methods to obtain the attenuation coefficient
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will be discussed in the next subsection.

In the case of the Notary w,ng, each assumed elliptical wing is one-

sidedly arranged; therefore, when suming up induced velocities of each

elliptical wingl upwashes are concentrated outboard of the blade tip as

shown. in Fig. b l . Although each upwash outside an elliptical wing is negli-

gible, the summation of upwashes outboard of the preceding blade tip is

sometimes strong enough to give an effect un the lift distribution of the

following blade (Refer to Fig. 9 1 ). Consequently, it is necessary to take

this into account when estimating the lift distribution of t..e following

blade operating outside the tip vortex of any preceding blade. Remembering

the calculation procedure to obtain the value of the induced velocity of each

elliptical wing, i.N. ^L>v , it is necessary to omit the upwash only inboard

of the blade tip (x < 1 ;. This is because in the one-sided arrangement,

the angle of attack at any spanwise station of the blade is ir'iependent of

the tip-side upwash, unlike the inboard upwash. Therefore, after the vraltiv

of the induced velocity, A lrf, , is determined by omitting the upwash inboard

of the blade tip (x & 1), it is a simple matter to estimate the upwash

outboard of the blade tip (x , 1) as follows:

7L

I.r ( -x -- I ) = T., '& 'L'P^ ( I —

Substituting equation (35) into (51) and using the expression with

the suffix, equation (51) becomes

2Y4-j-xX
A=1	 2 l __» (t --z,,) )
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where i is larger than n because xi is located outboard of the b lads tip.

Thus, wh r-n the blade under consideration is operating outside the tip vortox

of any preceding blades, iivation (52) should be added to the calculation

procedure stated before. Furthermore, in equation (50), the induced velocity

at station ( t, m) should be given by the summation of all velocities

induced, not only those induced by the real blade elements (x fa 1, or i A6n)

passing through the station, but also those induced by the hypothetical blade

elements (x > 1, or i - n) extending through the tip-side upwash region. In

addition to this, similar to the downwash, the time-wise variation of the

upwash is expressed by using the attenuation coefficient. Consequently, in

this case, equation ( 50) becomes

where n t is the number of the spanwise partitions of the real and hypothetical

blade. 51,M,should be considered to be one if any real or hypothetical blade

element exists at station (2, m) at time t - J-1; otherwise it should be

considered to be zero.

When the pitching or rolling motion of a rotor hub or the blade flapping

motion is considered, only the normal velocity component V N needs to be

modified ab follows:

VWi = v S i n v t V co s -,Q Co s t$

+ R ( X — xp) ^ — R z (^- cos ^a -►' ^ s i " ^'^,) (S4)
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It should be realized that the normal component V N is now the function of

time or the azimuth angle in the above equation. Similar to the modifica-

tion shown in equation (54), more complex hub a,ution or the blade deformation

can also be introduced into the present theory without any essential change

of the inflow calculation procedure.

The only difference between the present theory and other numerical

calculations comes from the procedure to obtain the lift or induced velocity

distribution from the given blade operating condition. Therefore, the cal-

culation procedure Is very similar to the usual computer prol?rtm used for

rotor aerodynamic analyses. One sample calculation procedure using the

present theory is shown in Fig. 10.

As the presettt theory is designed to trace a time-wise vartation of

the lift or of the induced velocity distribution, a suitable numerical

method, Ruch as the Ruu,gc—hutta method, should be used in order to solve thc

blade flapping equation. As an exat'jilt• , the sample blade flapping; equation

114:

+ M n2P +	 R''S1.LW dz (ss)

where ko is spring stiffness at the blade root and Pb 
is the preconing or

neutral angle. The shear force at the blade root can be obtained by the

numerical integration of the lift distribution from the root to the tip

along the blade span, and the rotor thrust its obtained by the summation of

the :shear force at each blade root.

2]
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Because the initial induced velocity distribution and the initial blade

flapping motion are unknown, a calculation to obtain the initial trimmed

condition is required at the beginning of the computation. In the case of

the calculation of a steady state, this initial trimmed condition is the

solution, and the computation is completed. This initial trimmed condition

is usually obtained wit •.hin eight revolutions of the rotor in hovering, and

within five revolutions in forward flight Vt.> 0.15). The initial value of

the induced velocity is assumed to be zero in the present program. It is not

effective in shortening the initial transient period to ise the value of the

induced velocity i ^ 41Riq instead of zero. This .a because this initial

transient period depends :vainly oil 	 number of blades, on the development

ul the wake, and oil 	 damping of the blade flapping motion.

In the actual calculation using equation (53), the following dis-

cussion might be useful; as stated before, the axes 1^, m] exist

on the rotor rotatioilal plane, and the origin is fixed to the inertial

:RI1oco in the case of a steady flight. T'ae axes [i, j, k l Ara fixed

to thv blade, and the origin exists on tilt hub. The small difference

between they two references frames due to the coning angle is ignored. In

the case of hovering or vertical climb, the axes [I, J, k] hat,Conly a

rotating motion relative to the axes le, ml; therefore, the pie-shaped

element is recommended for the Station (k, m), for the convenience of

the conversion between the two reference frames. In contrast, in the

vase of the forward f lightp the axes [i, J, k] have the tran:,versal motion

III
	 to the rotating motion relative to the axes li, ml; therefore,

III 	 case the square element is preferred for the Station (st, m).
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Attenuation Coefficient

As stated in the previous section, the attenuation coefficient, is intro-

duced into the present theory in order to express the time-wise variation of

the induced velocity at a local station on the rotor rotational plane. Mien

it is necessary to estimate the induced velocity distribution on another

specified plane such as the tail rotor operating plane, the attenuation co-

efficient should be obtained for that plane using a model which is different

from the one presented here. The information obtained for the induced velocity

distribution on the rotor rotational plane is usually enough, however, for

an analysis of the rotor airloading. Consequently, discussion in this paper

is limited to the use of the model in obtaining the attenuation coefficient

on the rotor rotational :lane.

The attenuation coefficient can be defined as the time-wise changing

rate of induced velocities between any arbitrarily chosen time and that time

when the blade element passes through the local station (e, m). Therefore,

if the exact value of tine attenuation coefficient is desired, the physical

modal used should be very complex, such as the distorted wake vortex theory.

Such a complex model requires greater computer time, however; consequently,

the balance between accuracy of calculation and complexity of the model is

the most important consideration in determining the motel to be used in

obtaining the attenuation coefficient.

Let us assume steady flight of hovering or of vertical climb, and,

remembering the calculation procedure stated in the previous section, let

us limit the purpose of the present analysis to the estimation of the lift

distribution acting on s rotor blade. It is necessary, then, to know the
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induced velocity remaining at station (1, m) only if after the preceding

blade has passed, the following blade is located just before the station.

The attenuation coefficient at station (4, m) can be given, then, as the

ratio of the induced velocities of two times; one, when the preceding blades

is passing through the station, and the ether, when the following blade is

located ,just before the station. The period between the two moments is

given by

,dtk = 2XASI	 (5(0)

The period 6th, in the above equation, can be obtained before the beginning

of the calculation, and it is constant during the entire calculation pro-

cedure; therefore, during the calculation, the attenuation coefficient is

no longer a function of time but a function only of the position of the

station.

Furthermore, in the case of the simplest model, the attenuation

coefficient is assumed to be uniform over the entire rotor disk. This

simplest model was used in the earliest stage of the development of this

theory to check the characteristics of the attenuation coefficient. The

value of the uniform attenuation coefficient is determined by comparing the

theoretical thrust coefficient with the experimental results. Thrust co-

efficients of a rotor were obtained theoretically by using the Local Mo-

mentum Theory, assuming various values of the uniform attenuation coefficient

selected between 0.5 and 0.95. The curve of the thrust coefficient versus

the uniform attenuation coefficient for a given collective pitch is shown

T.^
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as a solid line in Fig. 11 2 . The thrust coefficient tends to become small

when the value of the uniform attenuation coefficient is increased, because

more induced velocity remains on the rotor rotational plane and the angle

of attack of the rotor blade decrewes. Eventually, the thrust coefficient

becomes zero at the point C - 1.0, where all induced velocity remains; there-

fore, new induced velocity to be balanced with the lift acting on a blade

is added to the previous induced velocity until the angle of attack of the

blade beco ►ues zero over the entire disk.

The chain line in Fig. 11 2 shows the thrust coefficient obtained by

an experimental study . using a model rotor. This thrust coefficient, of

course, is independent of the attenuation coefficient. The intersection of

theoretical (solid) and the experimental (chain) lines gives the value of

the uniform attenuation coefficient for a given collective pitch.

In Fig. 12', the intersections for various kinds of model rotors

are^',•''+35 plotted. As the present uniform attenuation coefficient is

defined by Lite period given by equation (56), the attenuation coefficient

depends on the number of blades, i.e., b. Consequently, the equivalent

attenuation coefficient C* is used for the iateral axis in Fig. 12 1 in

order to unify various attenuation coefficients depending on the number

of blade. As a three-bladed rotor is used as the standard in this figure

(Fig. 12 2 ), the equivalent attenuation coefficient of a b-bladed rotor is

defined by

G* a G c b̂ , ^	

(s7)
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The next step in estimating the attenuation coefficient is to develop 	
d

a purely theoretical model. As shown in Fig. 13, the air mass hit by a

preceding blade (Blade (A)) at a station (t, m) at time t - J-1 moves

downward as time passes. When the following blade (Blade (B)) comes to

the same station (1, m) at time t - J, the distance between the air mass

and the station (1, m) is shown as Z in Fig. 13. Here it is assuaged that

the air masses inside the rotor disk move downward with the same constant

speed, in other words, the circular disk composed of the air masses moves

downward. Such a flow field can be expressed by a semi-infinite vortex

cylinder of uniform disk loading, and the circular disk moving downward

corresponds to the upper end of the cylinder. Because the flow around the

vortex cylinder is determined by using simple vortex theory ?3 , the attenu-

ation coefficient is given as the ratio of the induced velocity at the rotor

rotational plane and that at the upper end of the vortex cylinder, that is,

between the two hatched elements shown in Fig. 13. After the blade (B)

passes through the station, the process starts again. In other words, it

Is as if the cylinder suddenly returns to the rotor rotational plane and

again begins to move downward. Each station, then, has its own vortex

cylinder which moves up and down at each blade passage. Consequently, the

attenuation coefficient obtained from the semi-infinite vortex cylinder is

a function of two variables. One is the position cf the station, i.e.,

coordinate (2, m), and the other is the length between the upper end of the

vortex cylinder and the rotor rotational plane that is shown Z in Fig. 13.

in the case of hovering, Z is given by

= 1To 4ti b	 (se)
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where ,6tn is obtained from equation (56) and Vo' is the downward moving

velocity of the upper and of the vortex cylinder= therefore,

jr = ^y -UR
	

cs^^

The theoretical attenuation coeffient obtained from the semi-infinite vortex

cylinder in the case of hovering is shown in Fig. 142.

The merits of this theoretical model for the case of hovering are as

follows. First, the attenuation coefficent is a function of three variables,

the coordinate (e, m), the length z given by equation (58) and the span-

wise position OR . Therefore, a general chart of the attenuation coefficient

can be obtained (Fig. 14 1 ) before the beginning of the calculation, and the

chart can be used for any single rotor configuration. In addition to this,

the flow field around the semi-infinite vortex cylinder can be obtained with

very short computer time because of the available analytical solution .

Using equations (56), (58) and (59), the attenuation coefficient can

be calculated for each model rotor from the given thrust coefficient and the

specified position of the station. The result at YR - 0.7 and YR - 0.8 is

compared with the previous experimental results in Fig. 12 1 . The reason-

able agreement between the two results verifies the theoretical approach

presented here. The result shows that the theoretical value at M - 0.75

may be used as the uniform attenuation coefficient when the simplest cal-

culation is desired.
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The use of the theoretical model in hovering flight to obtain the

attenuation coefficient can be extended easily to the case of forward flight.

Similar to the hovering case, the semi-infinite vortex cylinder with uniform

disk loading is used to give the attenuation coefficient. In the case of

forward flight, however, the cylinder is assumed to be inclined, the angle

of which is given by

11se flow around such an inclined semi-infinite vortex cylinder is known from

simple vortex theory•';.

Furthermore, the attenuation coefficient in the case of forward flight

is assumed to be uniform over the entire rotor disk. This assumption is

hased on the following considerations. From a moving axis fixed to a

helicopter, a station on the rotor rotational plane appears to move

rearward at the same speed as the forward velocity of the helicopter.

'Thus, every station has come from the upstream and has gone again to the

osstside of the rotor disk after a finite number of encounters with blade

elements. Consequently, it is expected that the attenuation coefficient

under the usual operating conditions of forward flight does not play as

important a role as under hovering conditions, and therefore, the simpler

modal might be sufficient.

In the case of forward flight, in addition to the above assumptions,

it is also necessary to assume that the period during which two successive

blades pass through the same station, is given again by equation (56).

(60)
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•
gxactly speaking, the period is no longer given by such a simple k Oression.

The period is shorter or. the advancing side	 900) and is longer on the

retreating side (# %t 2700) than the period given " equation (56), because

the rotor moves forward. However, as stated above, the simpler model might

be sufficient in the case of forward flight, and the rotational speed of the

blade is much greater than the forward speed under usual operating condition;

therefore, equation (56) gives a sufficient approximation of the period.

Thus, the downward distance of the movement of the vortex cylinder

during the period is given by

Z" (V sin v + V wSL, •P co5^ + t10 ) AU	 C61)

where-To is the mean induced velocity. Also, the rearward distance X(,Yis

given by

X cy = V C'06 & - a t'b
	

(62)

Combining the analytical approach23 to solve the inclined semi-infinite

vortex cylinder with equations (56), (60), (61) and (62), the attenuation

coefficient can be obtained at any station. Remembering the discussion in

1	
the case of hovering, the value at VR - 0.75 and ^ - 900 or 2700 may be

used as the uniform attenuaton coefficient in the case of forward flight.

Thus, similar to the case of hovering, the general chart for the theoretical

attenuation coefficient in forward flight can be obtained with very short

computer time. The result is shown in Fig. 15 2 , and it can be used for any

single rotor configuration. As will be seen in examples in the next section,

this uniform attenuation coefficient based on the above assumptions gives a

sufficiently good estimate of the variation of the induced velocity in

k
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forward flight. It is, however, recomisended that the attenuation coefficient

at low forward flight G i 0.10) be a function of rtdius aad azimuth angle 24

similar to the case of hovering.

In the case of unsteady flight, the mean induced velocityjfe is a

function of time. Therefore, the value of I o is given by the averaged in-

duced velocity along the blade span at each instant. ;uhstituting the value

of Iry into equation (58) or (61), and using the general chart, the attenua-

tion coefficient can be obtained at each instant. The introduction of the

time-wise variation of tfp into the present theory is nearly equivalent to

time-wise change of the pitch of the helikal wake in the vortex theory.

Furthermore, when the rotor hub has unsteady motion, equations (58) and

(61) should be modified. For example, when the rotor hub is rolling or

pitt-hing, equation (58) becomes

Z = j Zlc - Rx (^ cn5* +P:1;02  )i at b	 (93)

Equation (61) becomes

Z=	 + VcvSb-PW5O _ Rx (CPS* + P5inV)

+ tr, AU	 (64)

'thus, the wake deformation and the interaction between a wake and blade

airluading, which are caused by an unsteady hub motion or an unsteady control

input, can be easily introduced into the present theory.

t
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Application of the Theory

Rovering Rotor

The lift distribution along a blade span of a hovering rotor was cal-

culated by the theory given in the previous section. Tr the calculation,

On number of the blade spanwise partitions is n - 20, and the azimuth-wise

increment is	 The latter may seem too large, but it is allowed

because only the steady state with no blade-flapping motion is concerned.

An example of the result iss shown in Fig. lb i . It is compared with the

result obtained from •cortex theory*.' and also compared with the experimental

result`'` using a model rotor in the wind tunnel. As shown in the figure,

the result of the present theory using nun-uniform attenuation coefficients

is very close to that of the vortex theory and is reasonably close to the

experimental result. Even using the constant attenuation coefficient, the

present theory gives a good estimation of the blade spanwise lift distri-

bution of a hovering rotor. The computer time of the present theory is at

most about 1/10 of that of the vortex theory.

Advancin g Rotor

When a rotor is operating; in forward flight, the effect of the upwash

velocity observed outside the preceding blade-tip must, as stated before,

be included in determining the angle of attack of the following blade.

An example of the analysis is shuwn in Figs. (17), (ld), (19), and (20).

In the calculation, the number of blade spanwise partitions is n - 20, and

azimuth-wise increment is p w , - 10 deg. The rotor rotational plane is

divided into a net of square elements of dimension R/80, the number of which

is ^-m - 1b0 . 320. The lift coefficient is assumed to be zero in the reversed
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flow region. The rotor is assumed to have articulated rigid b Lsdas and

the oirloading is coupled with the bLxde flapping motion# The sp&mise and

azimuth-wise lilt distributions are shown in Fig. 17 1 and in Fig. 181

respectively, being compared with experimental results27 . For the sake

of comparison, the result obtained by using a vortex theory 28 is also

shown in Fig. 18(a). In addition to the lift distribution, the radial

distribution of time averaged induced velocity over one rotor revolution is

shown in Fig. 19 1 .. The result of the present theory is compared with that

of a simple vortex theory 23. Furthermore, the distributi o n of the angle

of attack obtained by using the present theory is shown in Fig. 20 4 ' .

In this figure, the broken line indicates the trace of the intersection of

the blade under consideration with the tip vortex of the preceding blade.

As shown in Figs. 17 1 and 18 1 , the correlation between the present theory

and the experiment is reasonable, even though the constant attenuation co-

efficient is used for simplicity of calculation. The correlation near the

intersec r ions of the blade under consideration with the tip vortex of the

preceding blade (Refer Fig. 20) is not, however, as good as the rest. This

is because the wake deformation is not considered in the present calculation.

Since the lift distribution at the outer part of the blade is more sensitive

Lo the tip vortex positions, the difference between the present theory and

the experiment becomes greater at this part.

In addition to the effect of the latest tip vortex, the effects of the

older tip vortices on the angle of attack distribution are observed in the

result using the present theory (Fig. 20 42 ). These tip vortices cause the

variation of the spanwise lift distribution (Fig. 17 1 ), and tae high frequency

oscillations of the lift (Fig. 18 1 ). The use of the constant attenuation
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coefficient tends to emphasise these effects. This is because the variable 	 t

attenuation coefficient near the intersections of the tip vortices with the

blade is smaller than the constant attenuation coefficient. When using the

variable attenuation coefficient, that effect of the latest tip vortex alone

is remnarkable ` z.	 r

As shown in Fig,. 18(a), the lift obtained by the present theory is more

quickly changed than that obtained by vortex theory. This is because the

present theory is based on the steady airfoil characteristics and ignores the

shed vortices.

Rotor Response due to Rapid Increase of Collective Pitch

A transient response of the rotr;r thrust and a related induced velocity

variation following a rapid collective pitch change have been studied in

experimental tests 9 • 10 . Analyses also have been conducted by introducing

an apparent mass associated with the rotor disk into the classical momentum

theory % 10 . Such an analysis, however, requires the use of experimental

results to obtain the value of the apparent mass. The approach using the

vortex theory is orthodox but it requires much computer time, even though the

rigid wake is assumed ly . In contrast, it is very easy to apply the present

theory to this problem and the rtault can be obtained with much less computer

time.

Fig. 21 1 compares an analysis for the case of hovering using the present

theory with one using the vortex theory 29 . The aerodynamic thrust shown

in the figure means the thrust which does not include the inertia force due

to the blade flapping motion.
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In the calculation, the mean induced velocity 1f; , which is used in

equatioa (58) in order to calculate the moving distance of the vortex cy-

linder, is determined by two methods; by averaging the induced velocity

along the blade span at each instant, and by using the same value used in

the calculation for the vortex theory. The solid line shows the results

using the former, and the chain line shows the results using the latter.

In eituer way, the results of the present theory are coincident with those

of the vortex theory shown by the broken line. This indicates the insen-

sitivity of the transient shape of tro to the thrust coefficient.

In the variation of the aerodynamic thrust, the first decrement following

a peak results from the blade flapping motion which reduces the blade attack

angle. The second decrement following the maximum thrust is due to the

development of the wake which increases the induced velocity.

A comparison is shown in Fig. 22 1 of the results of the present theory

and those of the classical momentum theory in which the apparent mass of the

entire rotor disk has been introduced. The value of the apparent mass as-

sociated will lbo rotor disk is assumed Mo or 2Mo, where M is the apparent

mass nf the :..npervious disk in the unsteady translation perpendicular to

its pla%:,. , . Mo is given by

Mo = -^('^g
	

(65)

The blade is constrained at the flapping hinge in this calculation in

order to compare only the aerodynamic characteristics obtained by using two

theories. The irregular curves of the thrust and the induced velocity ob-

tained by using the present theory result from the mutual interference among
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the induced velocities of all blades. In the calculation, the number of

blade spanwise partitions is n - 20, and azimuth-wise increment is &* - 10

deg. The present calculation supports Carpenter ' s experimental resultio

that the apparent mass of the rotor due to rapid collective pitch change is

equal to that of the impervious disk in the normal translation.

Motor Response due to Sudden Increase of Cyclic Pitch

Fig. 23 , shows the time histary of the inclination of the tip path plane

following the step cyclic pitch input into a hovering rotor. The lines show

the traces of the point Lf the unit vector which stands at the hub center

normal to the tip path plane. The inclination of the unit vector is obtained

from the individual blade flapping Lingle by using the multiblade coordinates40

at each instant. As the sample rotor does; not have f l appin hinge offset nor

a spring at the blade root, the coordinate of the steady state is (0, -1).

The solid line shows the results of the present theory. Thy • broken line

shows the result using the model of constant induced velocity A stribution

over the entire rotor disk 3 ^. The double chain line indicates the result

obtained by the theory l based on the momentum balance in the pie-shaped

area in the rotor disk. The results obtained by the introduction of the

apparent miss of the rotor disk to the theory, in addition to the former

theory itself' are shown by the chain lines. The results indicated by

the chain lines are reasonably close to those of the present theory for

various values of Lock number.

In the classical momentum theory, the time-wise variation of the

induced velocity is approximated by the inertia term due to the apparent

mass of the rotor. Therefore, the difference between the chain line and
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the double chain line shows the effect of the time-wise variation of the

induced velocity. Furthermore, the difference between the chain line and

the broken line indicates the effect of the space wise non-uniformity

of the induced velocity distribution, in addition to the time-wise

variation. As shown in the figure, the latter difference is small at the

beginning of the motion, and the former difference becomes small as time

passes.

'17he reasons are as follows. In the model shown by the broken ,line, the

induced velocity is constant; therefore, when the imbalance of the flapping

moment is produced by the step cyclic pitch input, only the blade motion is

changed in order to satisfy the new equilibrium. In the model shown by the

double chain line, the induced velocity distribution can be changed it addi-

tion to the blade flapping motion. However, tlae induced velocity distribu-

tion is given by tlae condition at the terminal steady state 7 ; therefore,

the induced velocity has developed to the terminal value even at the very

beginning of the transient motion. In the model shown by the chain line,

dale to the inertia term associated with the apparent mass, the induced

velocity distribution is not changed as rapidly. Consequently, at the

beginning of the transient motion, the imbalance of the flapping moment

is :satisfied largely by the change of the blade flapping motion. The

induced velocity, then, develops to the steady state. in the case of

the very low frequency response of the rotor, therefore, the effect of the

apparent mass may be neglected, and the model shown by the double chain line

can give a good approximation of the rotor inclination .
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The step cyclic pitch response of the advancing rotor is shown in

Fig. 24 1 . The time histories of the thrust coefficient and the coning

angle are indicated in Fig. 24(x) 1 . The inclination of the tip path plane

is shown in Fig. 24(b) 1 . The small high-frequency variation observed in

the thrust coefficient results primarily from the non-uniformity of the

induced velocity distribution, caused primarily by the tip vortex of the

preceding blade. The effect of the inclination of the tip path plane on

the thrust is shown as the low frequency variation in the figure. In the

calculation, the number of the spanwise partitions is n - 20, and the

azimuth-wise increment is A+ - 10 deg.

A few more applications of the Local Momentum Theory have been tried.

For example, the tandem rotor in yawed flight and the coaxial rotor are

analyzed in Ref. 31. The gust response of a single rotor is studied iii

Ref. 21.

The new hovering model including the wake deformation

Calculation model

A recent extension of the Local Momentum Theory to include the wake

deformation of steady hovering flight is presented in this section. Although,

as discussed in the previous section, the results using the Local Momentum

Theory showed good correlation with a few experimental cases, this extension

of the theory was necessary in order to analyze the airloading distributions

measured by a laser velocimeter^'

The wake deformation of a hovering rotor is separated into spanwise

deformation and axial deformation. The spanwise wake deformation includes

the contraction and rollup of the vortices. The axial wake deformation is
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the axial deviation from the rigid helical wake position. In the Local

Momentum Theory, the spanwise wake deformation is equivalent to the spanwise

movement of a local station on the rotor rotational plane. In order to

express the AXial wake deformation, a new model to give a corresponding

attenuation coefficient was developed. Because of the effect of the tip

vortex on a spanwise lift distribution is dominant among all the wake com-

ponents, the model of the present theory was developed primarily to trace

the behavior of the tip vortex. Fig. 25(a) and Fig. 25(b) show the side

view and top view of the tip vortex. The tip vortex No. 1 in Fig. 25(a)

is shed from the blade under consideration (blade (A)) at position P 1 at

time t	 J. The tip vortex No. 2 was shed from the preceding blade (blade

W) at position P i at time t = J-1, and is located at position Pl at time

t = ,j. The period between t = ,j-1 and t = ,j is the period during which two

neighboring blades successively pass through the same position of the rotor

rotational plane, that is, Atb liven as equation (56). During the period

AU , the tip vortex No. 2 moves from P 1 to Pl. Following the motion of

the tip vortex No. 2, a station on the rotor rotational plane moves from rl

to r2 during the period, where r i is a radial position of the tip vortex

No. i. Similarly, each station moves from r i. i to ri during the period

following the motion of the tip vortex No. i. The positions of the tip

vortices are given by a generalized wake model 16, 17,its,P):

XT = K4. + (^ `" K4^ e-.Kj	 (66)

ZT - 
k► ¢	 0 ik  <

=K.( b	 2t^- ) b s
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where XT and XT are the axial and radial non-dimensional positions of the

tip vortices. Using equation (66), the radial position of the tip vortex

No. i is given as

r̂ ,=	 +t(i- K4)e^'^` }	 C68)

Outside the rotor disk (r > R), each of the stations moves a distance equal

to that between r i and r2 toward the blade root in order to avoid making a

gap between neighboring stations. At the inner area of the rotor (r-:6 R,

the stations don't move, because no tip vortex moves into this area (Refer

to equation (bb)). 'Therefore, the positions of the stations in the inner

area are coincident with those of the rigid wake model. The parameters KI,

K2, K 3 and K4 in equations (b6), (67) and (68) are determined by experi-

mental data using flow visualization techniques. There are three available

generalized wake models, one proposed by Landgrebe l('„ one by Kocurek and

Tangular p , and one by Kocurek, Berkowitz and Harris 3 `'. In this paper,

the second model is most frequently used, because of the applicability over

wide range variations of rotor geometry, and because of the convenience of

comparison with other computer codes.

As each station moves, a part of the following blade (the hatched area

in Fig. 25(b)) operates in the upwash region generated by the preceding blade,

even in the hovering case. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the up-

wash distribution outside the blade tip in addition to the downwash distri-

bution along the blade. The upwash or downwash distributions are calculated

at each station by using equation (37), equation (39) through (48) and

equation (52).

(61)
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The new model was also developed to take the wake deformation into

account and to obtain the attenuation coefficient at the upwash region.

Fig. 26 shows the new model which is composed of a vortex ring and a semi-

infinite vortex cylinder. The vortex ring represents the tip vortex nearest

to the rotor rotational plane, and the vortex cylinder represents the re-

maining tip vortices. The vortex cylinder is made of the continuous vortex,

the strength of which is equal to that of the axially averaged tip vortiees23.

The strength of the vortex ring is equal to that of the tip vortex. Fig.

26(a) shows that the preceding blade passes through a local station at time

t - J-1. The vortex ring is located on the rotor rotational plane, anrt the

top of the vortex cylinder is located at the position of the second tip

vortex. The distance between the top of the vortex cylinder and the rotor

rotational plane is '1.2. Rig. 26(b) shows that the following blade comes

iutit before the station at time t - J. 	 During the period between time

t - J-1 and t - J, the vortex rind; and the vortex cylinder move downward

and radially contract. fusing equation (67), the vertical position 2 i is

given by

K^ 4	 ^s 2
Z	

R 	
470)

where ^i is given by equation (a y ). The radius of the vortex ring is equal

to that of the tip vortex nearest to the rotor rotational plane (Refer to

Fig. 26(b)). For simplicity, the radius of the vortex cylinder is assumed

to be equal. to that of the vortex ring instead of the corresponding tip

vortex radius. This leads, however, to an overestimation of the radius

of the vortex cylinder because of the contraction of the tip vortices as

shown in Fig. 25(a). The radii of the vortex ring and the vortex cylinder

are given as equation (68).
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The attenuation coefficient is defined by the changing ra.o of induced

velocities at a station ( t, m) between time t - j and t - J-1. In the

present model including the wake deformation, the static,n (R, m) moves from

position r i_ l to position ri on the rotor rotational plane during this

period. Consequently, the attenuation coefficient of that station is given

as

3"1 LrA

LM

wherein the induced velocity at position r i_ l on the rotor rotational

plane at time t - j-1, and ^}M, is the induced velocity at position r i an

the rotor rotational plane at time t - J. Because the station at the inner

part of the blade w eA R K4) does not move, the attenuation coefficient of

that :station is given as the changing rate of the induced velocities at the

:same radial position between time t - j and t - j-1. The stations which

are located between positions r l and R	 at time t - ,j were situated

outside the rotor disk (r - R) at time t - J-1. Therefore, when determining

the attenuation coefficients of these stations by using equation (71), the

Induced velocity	 is calculated outside the rotor disk. I.f the old

model, which is composed of the vortex cylinder alone (Refer to Fig. 13),

Is used, the induced velocity %r'^, is zero outside the rotor disk, and it

Is impossible to define the attenuation coefficients of these stations.

Consequently, the discrete vortex was introduced into the present model.

In the Landgrebe wake model and in the Kocurek and Tangular wake model,

the parameters K l , K2 , and K3 in equations (66), (67), (68) and (70) are

(71)
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functions of a thrust coefficient"i I7 . In the present mothod, those

parameters are calculated at each time step by using the value of a thrust

coefficient. There is an analytical solution 23 for the induced velocity

around the vortex cylinder or the vortex ring. Based on th;s solution,

general tables of the induced velocity are constructed for the vortex ring

and for the vortex cylinder, before tLe start of the calculation. The

attenuation coefficient is calculated at each time step from these general

tables by using equation (71). The entire calculation is completed when the

thrust coefficient reaches a steady state. The calculation procedure of the

present theory is shown by Fig. 27.

Calculation Results

A comprehensive study has been conducted to check this extended Local

,Aimentum Theory. The spanwise lift distributions for five different rotors

were calculated by this theory. The results were compared with experimental

data and with those obtained by using other analyses. Table 1 shows the

geometrical characteristics and the operating conditions of sample rotors

used in this study (see also Refs. 26, 34, 36-38). Three of them are modal

rotors, and two are full scale rotors.

Two computer codes of the prescribed wake vortex theory were used in

this study, the AMI lifting surface program` = , and the UTRC lifting line

program 13 . In the present theory and the UTRC code, the lift curve slope

of airfoil sections is given as

(72)

(Zo = 6• o t C ^fraeL• )
	

(73)
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M is the Mach number of the airfoil section and it is given as

M =.a R  z;,/as	 (74)

where as is the speed of sound. The above equations are based on Refs. (39)

and (40). Because the angles of attack of the airfoil sections are far

below the stall angles in all experimental cases presented here, the above

simple relations are applicable.

The results are shown in Figs. 28 through 37. A comparison of the pre-

sent theory with the AMI code and with the first experiment 34 when using

the Kocurek and Tangular wake model is presented in Fig. 28. The experi-

mental result was obtained using a laser velocimeter to measure the bound

circulation. Although there are differences, especially around x - 0.8,

the result obtained by using the present theory shows good correlation with

that of the AMI code. The experimental data show a higher ]_ift peak at the

blade tip than either theoretical estimation. This is probably caused by

the existence of a larger wake deformation than estimated using the generalized

wake model `+1 , rather than by modeling errors in the two theories. The

same experimental result 34 was analyzed by using the Landgrebe wake model

as shown in Fig. 29. In addition to the comparison of the present theory

with the AMI code, the result obtained by the UTKC code is also presented.

The three theoretical results are very similar. Comparing Fig. 29 with

Fig. 28, the Landgrebe wake model gives better estimation than the Kocurek

and Tangular wake model in this experimental case. The d i fference of lift

distributions between the two wake models is, however, very small.
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In addition to the results shown in Fig. 29, the results using the

previous rigid wake model of the Local Momentum Theory and using blade ele-

ment theory with a uniform induced velocity are shown in Fig. 30. The

uniform iduced velocity is ,given as V9zjjR 14where the thrust coefficient

is equal to that of thu AMI code. For convenience, the lift curve slope

of the airfoil section is again given as equations (72), (73) and (74) in

the rigid wake model of the Local Momentum Theory and in blade element

theory. It is apparent that the present extension of the Local Momentum

Theory improves the capability of estimr: ing the lift distribution near the

blade tip.

An analysis of the second experimental case using the Kocurek and

Tnngular wake model is shown in Fig. 31. The experimental data were measured

by a flight test using H-34 rotor (Table 4 in Ref. 36). Although the cor-

relation between the present theory and the AMI code is not as good as the

first experimental case shown in Figs. 28 and 29, it is reasonable. Compared

with either theoretical prediction, the experimental data show a lower value

of the lift distribution at the inner part of the blade.

Results of another analysis of the second experiemental case 30 using

the Landgrebe wake model are shown in Fig. 32. The previous results, shown

In Figs. 28 through 31, were obtained by using the collective pitch input mode

for all codes, in which the measured value of the collective pitch is given

to the computer program. In this experimental case, the collective pitch

t
	 input mode showed poor correlation between the UTRC code and the AMI code.

Therefore, the thrust coefficient input mode, in which the value of the

thrust coefficient is given to the computer program, was also tried. The

results using the collective pitch input mode and the thrust coefficient
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input Node are shown by the double chain line and by the broken line,

respectively. The thrust coefficient input mode gives getter correlation,

but a measureable difference between the two computer codes still exists near

the blade tip. Because the same thrust coefficient is used in the AMT

code and in the UTHC code when using the thrust coefficient input no-de,

the difference between these two results comes from the difference between

lifting surface and lifting line # and also comes from the difference between

the numerical methods to calculate the thrust coefficient. In this

experimental case, the tip vortices generated by the preceding blade are

closer to the following blade than in the first experimental case shown

In Figs. 28 through 30. Therefore, the airloading distribution is more

sensitive to the tip vortex positions, which depend on the thrust coefficient.

This is the primary reason for the poor correlation between the two computer

codes when urg ing the collective pitch input movie.

The results of the third experimental case, analyzed by the Kocurek

and Tangler wake model, are shown in Fig. 33. The experimental data were

obtained by a UH-1A helicopter37 . The correlation between the present

theory and the AMT code is very good. The correlations between the experiment

and the present theory or the AMI code are good. It is also apparent

f
	

that the present extension of the Local Momentum Theory shows good

Improvement in the capability of estimating the lift distribution.

The analyses of the fourth experimental c;,se 26 using the Kocurek and

Tangler wake model are presented in Figs. 34 and 35. Fig. 34 shows the

results using the collective pitch input mode. The experimental data,
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however, show poor correlation with the theoretical estimations. Ironically,

the previous rigid wake model gives better correlation with the experiment

in this input mode (Refer to Fig. 16). When using the thrust coefficient

input mode, the present theory and the AMI code Shaw good correlation with

the experiment as shown in Fig. 35. The airloading distribution near the

blade tip can be estimated only when using the distorted wake model.

The fifth experimental case 38 was analy •.ed by the Kocurek and Tangular

wake model. The results using the collective pitch input mode and the thrust

coefficient input mode are shown in Figs. 36 and 37, respectively. Again,

only the thrust coefficient input mode of the present thso+-y or of the AMI

code show good correlation with the experiment. The correlation between

the present theory and the AMI code are reasonable in both input modes.

Reviewing analyses of the five experimental cases, correlation between

the present theory and the AMI code is always good. However, the correlation

near a blade tip is not as good as that of the inner part of the blade, nor

it is as good when the aspect ratio of the blade becomes smaller, or when

the tip vortices of the preceding blade are closer to the blade under

consideration. These tendencies of the correlation are due to the simplicity

of the present model. An improvement of the attenuation coefficient at the

upwash region might be effective in obtaining a better correlation.

The difference between the results obtained using the AMI code and the

UTRC code is sometimes greater than the difference between those obtained

using the AMI code and the present theory. The experimental results fluctu-

ate around the three theoretical results, and it is difficult to determine

which computer code gives the best correlation with the experiments. There-
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fore, the development of a more complicated model of the present theory, which

might make it possible to obtain a better correlation with the AMI code alone,

is not necessary at present.

The computer time required for each of the three codes to obtain the results

shown Pigs. 29 and 32 is given in Table 2. These calculations were conducted

under the some condition by using COC-7600 at Amos Research Center. The

variation of the computer time of the UTRC code in the case of Pig. 32 is

due to the difference of the convergence speeds of the iteration included

in this code. The compute: time required by the present theory is less

than 1/15 of that of the UTRC code, and less than 1/60 of that of the AMI

code.

The experimental data of the fourth and the fifth cases are eery dif-

ferent from the theoretical estimation obtained by the present theory and

by the AMI code when using the collective pitch Input made. This may be

due to elastic torsion deflection of the blade. When the thrust co-

efficient input mode is used, however, .,e results obtained from using the

distorted wake model show the best correlation with the experiments. In

the other three experimental cases, the results obtained using the present

theory and the AMI code show reasonable correlation with the experimental

results, even when the collective pitch input mode is used.

Conclusion

The fundamentals of the Local Momentum Theory were presented to make

clear the boundaries of this theory and to assist to make a computer pro-

;ram using this theory. Then, an extension of this theory to include the

effect of the rotor wake contraction in hovering flight was presented. This
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extended LocL! Momentum Theory was compared with a prescribed wake vortex

theory. The results indicated that the extended Local Momentum Theory has

the capability of achieving a level of accuracy similar to that of a pre-

scribed wake vortex theory over wide range variations of rotor geometrical

parame,.ers. It was also shown that the analytical results obtained using

either theory were to reasonable agreement with experimental data. The

computer time required by the present theory was less than 1/15 of that

of the prescribed wake vortex theory. Consequently, this extended Local

Momentum Theory is especially effective when calculations are required for

numerous cases.
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Appendix A-1

Recurrence Equation to Give the Induced Velocity Distribution in the

Case of the Fixed Wing

In this section, a sample procedure is presented to derive a recurrence

equation from equation (28). This recurrence equation is used to solve the

induced velocity distribution along the fixed wing span.

For simplicity, i'' is assumed that the wing has a rectangular plarform,

no twist angle and the same airfoil section along the span, that is, the

chorea, the geometrical angle of attack and the slope of the lift coefficient

are constant along the wing srin. Furthermore, the assumed elliptical wings

are onesidedly arranged as shown in Fig. 2. In addition to this, the dif-

ference of the span length is constant between neighboring elliptical wings,

that is, A ^ = YM - ( jr is cons tant.

Substituting j = 1 into equation (28), equation (28) becomes

2 'Tui a Vj
Also, in the case of j = 1, equation (21) becomes

0- 72)

Substituting equation (A.1-2) into (A.1-1) and performing the integration,

the following equation can be obtained:

^, 4 b • X1,'1:1
{	 0,	 j	 (A.1- 3)
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where

o ^ = 1 '" ^s
	

(A.1-4)

In equation (A.1-3), g(x, y) comes from the integration and it is generally

defined by

+ Si n x - ^^-`^s-s^n^^)

(A-1--Y)

Therefore, g(l, rfs ) is given as

Similar to the case of j - 1, the following can be obtained from

equations (21) and (28) in the case of j a 2:

oU^ = i
ev- I ^^^ -aZA	 b;,ov^C,

fi 	 3	 J

a.0 161

where

A

Performing the integration in the above equation and using equation

(A.1-4), equation (A.1-7) becomes

CA(ItI7t,, bi,)=(b)I(5i. 5W )	 (A•1-1)
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where

As the one-sided arrangement is assumed here,yai is given by

7 (L- 1)-°J12
	

(A•1 -t2)

In summary, the initial value p1f is given by equations (A.1-3),

(A.1-4) and (A.1-5). The remaining AVk (j j, 2) is given by equations

(A.1-4), (A.1-5) and from (A.1-7) through (A.1-12). After the values of

,6Lr,(,j =	 have been obtained, the induced velocity distribution and

the lift distribution can be obtained by using equations (27) and (17),

respectively.
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(A.2 - 3)

Appendix A-2

Momentum Balpiwe of Mch Ellip ticalW19A Operating d FJ.2w

In this section, a momentum balance of each elliptical wing operating

in the sheared flow shown in Fig. 5 1.is discussed. As defined in the sub-

section of the rotary wing, amelliptical wing means a wing which has an

elliptical circulation distribution along the span. The horizontal velocity

for the elliptical wing is linearly increased from the root to the tip

along the wing span as given by equation (29). The trailing vortices shed

from each elliptical wing are straight, perpendicular to the wing span,

and they are horizontally extended to infinity. The elliptical circulation

distribution of the wing can be expressed by the following equation using

a constant Cr :

Or	 - ^(2x-t-xVV(I_X. :	 (A.2- t

where the relation between I and x is given as equation (35). Using the

Biot-Savart relation, the induced velocity inside the wing span is given as

T, x'^	
(A-2 -2)

Substituting equation (A.2-1) into (A.2-2) and performing the integration,

equation (A62-2) becomes
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(A.2-C)

(A-2 - F )

(A•2 -f)

(A.1 -1o)

Substituting Qr= 2R(I — X0AVj,	 from the above equation into

(A.2-1), equation (A.2-1) is rewritten as

7(z) = 2R 0- xJA Vio

= 2 R (1- x;,) ot1,, _ f^:x-1-X^^	 tt2 (A.2.4)

"	 The spanwise lift distribution of each elliptical wing, i.e., (,^;,(^))ajP

is given as

(x))elP = r U T'	 (A"2 - s)

Substituting equations (29) and (A.2-4) into (A.2-5), equation (A.2-5) becomes

W(x))aIp = (2 f V:,C R (I — XJ4d

The total lift of each elliptical wing Li can be given as

^^=S 1 fTJW MORdx
^V

(A.2 -7)

Substituting equations ( 29) and (A.2-4) into the above equation, Li can be

expressed by

where

JVL = PX R (1 --x4 %2
 )2V

^, G

V^,G ° V5i n + SIR ( i + XO/2
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Appendix A-3

gec r nce uatio	 vet t	 nd c d V	 i	 e

of the notary Wirg

in this section, a sample procedure is presented to derive a recurrence

equation from equations (37) and (39)-(47). The recurrence equation is used

to solve the spanwise induced velocity distribution of the rotary wing.

For simplicity, it is assumed that a rotor blade has a rectangular

planform, no twist angle and the same airfoil section along the span, that

is, the chord, the pitch angle and the slope of the lift coefficient are

constant along the blade span. Furthermore, it is assumed that the difference

of the span length is constant between neighboring elliptical wings, that

is, pxxz X&I - ;QIis constant.

Using equation (35) and replacing x in equation (47) with l , equation

(47) becomes

V

•

where	 n R,e;,¢ 2 	 (A-3-2)

^L,j;+t = t2za+f 0+zL)}/(1—X,.,)	 (A•3 -3)

Sr,,i: s^2x^'"^1+x^).}^ 	 ( A- 3 -4)

AX =	 XU	 (A.3 — S)

anal where VL,C is given as equation (33). Performing the integration in

equation (A.3-1), rte can be given as

= 2	 (1-zL)2 N (c, 0 t1,	 (A•3-6)
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In the above equation, H(x, y) comes from the integration and it is defined

by

+V^x.•$ (x, 1) (A- 3-7)

where g (x, y) is given as equation (A.1-5). Replacing OL j, in equation (39)

with (A.3-6), substituting i' - 1 into equation (39) and using equations

(37), (45) and (A.3-5),dVI can be obtained,

1+
L 6LG o X Uj

(A. ;-8)

where Ut , VW/ H (x, V I Sas ^*4 S /, 1	 are given by equations

(40), (46), (A.3-7),	 (A.3- 3) and (A.3-4), respectively.

Similar to V - 1, the following can be obtained in the case of i' t 2:

L1lf	 BUS" 
0ÂZ.C eX. V^	 (jj,,e+f, ^^,^)J.4vi,

where Ui!, V 14 , H(x, y), ^^ 	 and gi., C! 	 given by equations (40),

(46), (A.3-7), (A.3-3) and (A.3-4), respectively.
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In summary, when 
1f^ 

is known, the initial value p^ is given by equa-

tion (A.3-8), and the remaining A tre Wil 2) is given by equation (A.3-9).

After the values ofpVrj;(4iUj ,%-,•) have been determined, the induced velocity

distribution and the lift distribution can be obtained by usinP equations

(37) and (38) respectively. The upwash distribution outside the blade tip

can be obtained by using equation (52).
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A D C D g

Blade section 0012 0012 0012 0015 0012

Blade twist,
8t (dog.) -10.902 -8.0 -12.0 0 0

Collective Pitch Angle at x - 0.75,
6^eis (deg. ) 9.8 9.41 8.97 8.0 5.3

Rotor radius,
R(m) 1.045 8.53 6.67 0.762 2.32

Number of blades!,
b 2 4 2 2 2

Solidity,
°k- 0.0464 0.0621 0.0369 0.0637 0.0974

Aspect ratio of a blade,
AR 13.7 20.5 17.3 10.0 6.54

Flapping hluge offset,
'C# 0 0.0357 0 0 0

Mach number of blade tip,
m ts? 0.226 0.583 0.639 0.188 0.360

Source NASA TM NASA TM TCREC- NACA TN NACA TN
78615(34) X-952(36) TR-62- 2953(26) 3688(38)

42(37)

Model H-34 UH-lA Model Model
Flight Flight
Test Test

Table 1 Rotor parameters and operating conditions
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Computer time (Sec)

Coda/Case	 Fig. 29	 Fig. 32

Present theory	 0.34	 0.44

AMI code	 23.18	 43.03

UTRC code	 6.37	 7.02-40.52

Table 2 Comparison of comput . -r time
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Fig. 2	 I)ecomposition of a fixed wing to hypothetical elliptical wings!
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Fig. 3 Lift acting on a local segment of a fixed wing.
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Fig. 5 1lecomposition of a rotor blade to hypothetical elliptical wind;
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Fig. 6 Summation of induced velocity distributions of component elliptical
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Fig. 9 Effect of upwash of a preceding blade on the following bladel.
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START

DATA INPUT 1----	 xi, AO, a, b, c .....

INITIAL VALUE	 ._-.. 1{/p. VIM, aok .....

FLIGHT CONDITION	 --- Vj , VNj .....

51«4DE OPERATING
CONDITION --- 01 j k,O i j k, Ui j k ....

1-i+1 	 EQUATIONS (39-48)
1-1- n	 SOLVE Zvi	-^----

(REFER TO APPENDIX A•3)

EQUATIONS (37),
(38), (45) AND (52)

I
1
I

k- k+ 1	 CALCULATE vi j k , R i j k
k-1 -^b I

FLAPPING EQUATION
j - j + 1	 Qj+1,k, Aj+1 , k, Rj+1,k

J-I `jE

CALCULATE CT, CO ...
ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENT

CALCULATE v,+i	l - - EQUATION (53)

END

Fig. 10 Global flow chart.
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Fig. 11 Thrust coefficient versus uniforia attenuation coefficient in hover2.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of theoretica l and experimental results of uniform
attenuation coefficientz.
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Fig. 13 Model for theoretical attenuation coefficient.
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Fig. 14 General chart of attenuation coefficient in hover2.
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Fig. 15 General chart of attenuation coefficeint in forward flightz.
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Fig. 16 Spanwise airloading of a rotor blade in hover'. (u 0, b = 2,
9t = 0 deg.).
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Fig. 17 Spanwise airloading of a rotor blade in forward flight l G = 0.18,
b - 4, IDt= -8.0 deg.).
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Fig. 26 Extended model for attenuation coefficient.
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Fig. 27 Global flow chart of extended Local Momentum Theory.
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Fig. 32 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
in hovers with Landgrebe wake model , (b - 4,9t - -8.0 deg.,

AR - 20.5).
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Fig. 33 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
in hover, with Kocurek and Tangular wake model, (b - 2, et - -12.0
deg.,AK - 17.3, 96.7y - 8.97 deg.).
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Fig. 34 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
in hover, collective pitch input mode, (b - 2, Bt - 0.0 deg. ,

AK- 10.0 deg, %7s- 8.0 deg.) .
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Fig. 35 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
in hover, thrust coefficient input mode, (b - 2,et - 0.0 deg.,
AR - 10.0).
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Fig. 36 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
In hover, collective pitch input mode, (b ,. 2,ft • 0.0 deg.,

AR - 6.5k, Bons - 5.3 deg. ) .
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Fig. 37 Comparison of measured and calculated spanwise lift distributions
in hover, thrust coefficient input mode, (b - 2,et R 0.0 deg.,
AR= 6.54) .
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